
Chapter 8  Adventure from Madra to Lunpal 
 

This chapter is a little different.  Rather than a simple narrative, it is presented in the form 
of the exchange between the player character (Thumper) and the Dungeonmaster (DM).  This 
adventure was conducted by email.  The record has been edited to omit bookkeeping and 
administrative details, in the interest of focusing on the story.  Some editing has also been done 
to add clarifying points or clean up the text. 

 
In Madra after the Darthen Adventure: 

 
Thumper:  Thumper pays for lodging for himself and Clethara (assuming she's willing to share a 
room) at the Horseshoe Inn.  Thumper is assuming (rather, hoping) Clethara is in a good mood 
after the successful adventure.  He sure is. 
 
DM: That afternoon, as you are walking around town with Clethera, it's quite cold, so she would 
prefer it if you kept your arm around her.  She decides to go down to the Piers, and look at all the 
ships. When you get there: you see quite a plethora of activity. Many warships are stationed 
there, and what looks like a fleet of cargo ships. All of a sudden, Clethera points at a ship located 
at the far side of the Harbor.  "Is that the Vigilance?!"  Indeed it is!  The Vigilance is located in a 
row of four cargo ships of the same general size.  Raised on the mainmast is the Flag of the 
Lumerian Navy.  As you watch, what looks like a detachment of soldiers board the ship.  Finally, 
a soldier guarding the piers rushes up to you and says " This is a restricted area! You need to 
leave!" 

Assuming that you do, it's late afternoon, and you head back to the tavern. When you 
enter, the barman looks up at you and calls you over.  He hands you an official looking envelope, 
and says, "This just came for you.  A messenger from Daila dropped it off."  The wax seal on the 
back is that of the Lumerian Navy.  Inside, the letter reads: 

 
"To the owner of the Ship Vigilance. By decree of Grand Admiral Fitzal, Commander 
and Chief of the Royal Lumerian Naval Forces, All ships that have been housed in Daila 
for the Winter have been drafted into the service of the RLN, Royal Lumerian Navy, For 
use as troop transports.  These ships will be returned by the end of Winter, or at that time 
you shall be reimbursed in the case of your ship sinking.  All items non-essential to 
normal operations of these ships have been removed, and are now stored in The Naval 
Command HQ in Daila, until either the Captain or the Owner of the Vigilance shall come 
to claim them. If these items are not claimed before the return of your ship, they will be 
put back aboard.  Remember, your ship could be vital to the defeating of the Ocienian 
Foe.  Onward to Victory!   

Sincerely, Grand Admiral Fitzal, Commander, Royal Lumerian Naval Forces. 
 

Thumper:  I'm happy to keep Clethara warm.  (Maybe in private, later....  No, we don't need to 
discuss that now.) 

"Hey, That's our ship!"  I do leave when asked.  Later, the letter arrives.  "Well, that's a 
fine howdy do.  Wonder what fool they have as Captain?  You'd think they'd want professional 
help."  At least they promise to return it and all that.  If they bother keeping promises.  Well.  If 
it's too dangerous to carry cargo around during the winter, how is it they think they can pull off a 



major amphibious operation?  Someone is either very daring, or very foolish.  Or both.  
"Clethara, what do you think?" 

I write the following note and arrange for it to be sent: 
 

Dear Logan, 
Vigilance was seized by the Lumeria navy, and is here in Madra.  I just received 

the following letter.  Fine howdy - do, huh?  They promise to make things good.  I'm 
really happy to trust the promises on this.  (Letter attached) 

 
DM: Clethera will point out that it's more dangerous to carry cargo to Daila, because it's farther 
north...but down here...it's still bad.  “Well, at least they aren't using her as a warship, then we 
might never get her back.  At least, they won’t need troop ships after a war.  From the looks of it, 
they are launching an attack from here.  The closest city to Madra...is Alhafra...the capitol of 
Ocienia!  I think that they're going after the capitol.  Probably to try and end this war before it 
can pick up again in the spring.  Well," she raises her glass at the table, "Here's to the fighting 
men on the Good Ship Vigilance, God Speed." 
 
Thumper:  I'll ask Clethara, "Do you think we should volunteer to join ourselves, offering to 
captain and crew the ship?  That would put us under Navy orders.  But I expect we could do a 
better job than whoever they found.  Maybe you're not interested, but what do you think?  
Agreed, though.  I hope this ends the war quickly.  Does seem a bit like an all or nothing gamble.  
To the brave fighting men on the good ship Vigilance!  And to the sailors and soldiers of 
Lumeria!" 
 
DM: Clethara replies, "If you go, then I go." 

So, the next day you go down to the piers, and see that the Vigilance, and most of the 
fleet is gone. "They must have gone in the night," comments Celthera. "Well, Godspeed, you 
all." 
 
Thumper:  Well, that takes care of that issue.  We might as well go back to Daila. 

 
A Quick Trip to Daila: 

 
DM: So, Clethera and Thumper are heading for Daila?  Darmet will stay in Madra, as will 
Priscilla. No word from Logan, so I assume he stays.  No word from Stark, who was also in 
Madra.  It's just the two of you.  No convoys are going out of Madra at the moment. The two of 
you are riding?  Do you both have horses?  Newmoon and Thumper's Warhorse [Antares]. 

You smell it before you see it. A disgusting smell is coming from where the Kobold 
corpses are.  Crows and other birds are picking at bodies.  Nothing comes after you. You reach 
Kalay by nightfall, or you can press on to Daila. 
 
Thumper:  "Phew!"  We hold our noses as best we can, passing the dead kobolds.  Seems good to 
stop in Kalay, then on to Daila the next day.  Anybody in Kalay?  If so, maybe instead of going 
on to Daila....  What I have in mind is to go to Kalayport, rent a good-sized boat (the one we sold 
there?) and go over to the wreck of the Flame, salvage the ballista, and bring it back.  That means 
finding some muscle and fighter types.  At least two.  Don't know if that's possible or not.  This 



is probably a slow season in Kalay too.  If that doesn't seem possible, we continue to Daila the 
next day. 
 
DM: You stay there [in Kalay] that night. 

Filin, Okran (who went with you to the Flame), Likban, are all there. Filin is a big fighter, 
but he's a dwarf. Okran isn't a very strong for a fighter, and Likban is not a strong hobbit. When 
you inquire at the Kalayport about a small boat to go to the Flame, the harbormaster tells you 
that all the small boats here have been drafted by the navy.  "A big convoy of Ships stopped here 
about three days ago and some high mucky-muck admiral showed me a piece of paper that 
ordered us to relinquish all our boats.  Then they loaded then up onto the cargo ships, and sailed 
off." We didn’t have any large cargo ships, just small fishing boats and the like, and they took 
them all.  It looked to me like only a few of those ships were actual navy ships.  Most of them 
appeared to be civilian ships." 
 
Thumper: Oh.  Well, so much for that plan.  Maybe later.  I think it would be too dangerous to 
try and retrieve the ballista by dragging it back by wagon across the whole Injuma peninsula.  
Better to get another one made in Daila. 

I'll ask Filin, Oakrun, and Likban what is up.  I'll mention having fought a bunch of 
kobolds to the South with Logan, hence the smell when the wind shifts to the South.  It should be 
safer traveling to Madra from now on though.  I'm guessing the kobolds were on the move after 
being displaced from Dekator Plateau, after that big operation there when the roads were closed. 

Assuming no big opportunity is apparent, Clethara and I travel on to Daila the next day.  
I'll invite any of the above three to go with us if they happen to be interested in going to Daila. 
 
DM:  Okran has heard about problems in the Town of Lunpal, down south.  Apparently, the town 
is under the threat of hobgoblins that are in the woods next to it. The Lord of Lunpal is offering a 
reward for those who can clean out the woods.  Okran is planning to go back south, and head to 
Lunpal to see what’s up. "It's in the opposite direction, but a powerful magic user would 
excellent against a group of hobgoblins." 
 
Thumper: That does sound interesting.  I know Clethara was looking forward to getting back to 
our cottage, and having time to devote to reading and studying those records from the Flame, and 
other things maybe.  But, this sounds interesting.  What does she think?  This party doesn't have 
a Logan or a cleric, but they should be able to handle hobgoblins with our help. 
 
DM:  Clethera will follow you. She doesn’t enjoy the prospect of going home to an empty 
cottage.  So, the next day you set out. Likban is interested in going.  Okran doesn’t have a horse, 
so he asks is he can ride on one of yours. Likban will ride his pony Fredo.  If you really push 
yourself, you can get to Lunpal in one day. Assuming you do so, you arrive in Lunpal rather late, 
and the guards will let you in. The tavern is empty, and the barman is rather excited to have 
someone staying.  It's 4gp for a private room, and 1gp per horse. 2gp for bunkroom. 

The next day, you head out? 
 
Thumper:  Okran is welcome to ride Newmoon.  I'm pleased to have a rider rather than have to 
lead him.  [Clethara rides with Thumper on Antares.]  On the way, I will ask what has been heard 



about this hobgoblin problem.  What kind of reward is being offered?  Any idea why the 
hobgoblins are being troublesome? 

So, we all get to Lunpal, rather late as you have said.  I will pay for a room for Clethara 
and I, and for my two horses (6gp).  I guess we all go to see the Lord the next morning, right, 
Okran? 

I'll also make a point of looking around the town the next morning: what kinds of 
establishments, what's their main businesses (wood and lumber, I'm guessing), and what the 
town guard is like.  Is the town protected by a wood palisade, or a stone wall? 
 
DM: Upon trying to see the lord, his guards tell you to "Go away." 

The woodcutter’s building is silent. When you ask, they say that no one goes near the 
woods now. The wall is a wood palisade, and guards are everywhere. Not much is happening, the 
streets are quiet, and most shops are either empty or closed. 
 
Thumper: “So, Okran, what do we do?  Seems the Lord must not be offering a reward after all.  
Should we venture into the woods anyway?  Seems to me, some strange things may be going on 
in these woods.  May be interesting.  Clethara, do you have any thoughts or suggestions?  
Anyone else?” 
 
Into the Woods: 
 
DM:  Okran plans on going out into the woods, with or without a reward, "I wanna do some 
slashing!" 

Clethera reminds you of what Darmet said, that this lord was some sort of bandit lord. 
So, you head out to the woods.  You probably wouldn’t bring horses. You meet nothing 

on the way, and soon you are at the fringe of the forest. There is an old logging road before you, 
and you've basically been following it since town. It's the four of you, Okran goes first, 
Thumper, Clethera, and Likban.  Any problems? 

This is a very overgrown path.  You are about an hour into the woods, when you hear a 
very loud bird whistle, and then what sounds like another bird whistle of the exact same, from 
farther off.  After about five minutes, you are just picking your way out of a small dip, when a 
voice shouts "Halt! Lay down your weapons." 
 
Thumper:  Just after the suspicious bird whistle and its answer, I slip on my invisibility ring.  
Upon hearing the voice, I whisper to Clethara, "Do a "shield" and then hit them with sleep if you 
can."  I cast "shield" on myself, and try to stay silent as I look for a target for a "sleep" spell.  I'm 
hoping Okran will do any talking while I get into position.  I'll especially look behind us; I 
expect that we've been followed since those suspicious bird calls.  Is Likban watching out to the 
rear? 
 
DM:  The voice is not hobgoblin. 

As you slip on your invisibility ring, a voice cries out "Keep yourself visible! You are 
Surrounded! Drop your weapons and you will not be harmed!"  [Thumper became visible again 
when he whispered to Clethara.] 

Clethera whispers to you "I can’t see anything to cast sleep on." 
Likban is looking this way and that, but doesn’t seem to see anything.  



Roll d6 for Thumper. 
 
Thumper:  Thumper did not cast "sleep," but he did cast "shield."  He slips ring off then on 
again, and moves as silently as possible to a different location, staying low.  (I had thought just 
an offensive spell would dispel the invisibility.  And who's that talking about "invisibility" while 
staying invisible himself?) 

I try to see.  d6=5.  What is Okran doing?  Why are none of these "surrounding" us 
visible, or making any noise?  I'm remaining quiet.  I hope Clethara has the good sense to get 
down, until a target appears.  If nothing happens right away..... 
 
DM:  You don’t see anything. Finally, Okran turns and nods to you, then throws down his sword. 
Likban follows suit, and one by one, 13 men armed with longbows appear out of the brush.  
They are in leather armor and cloaks, and everything is camouflaged.  They see Clethera and say 
"No sleep spells little lady.  Then one of them moves over and says "Where's Rabbit Ears?" They 
take the weapons that are on the ground by Likban and Okran, and then move around, looking 
for you. What do you do? 
 
Thumper:  I delay as long as possible, hoping that all of them move out so I will be able to see 
them.  Trying for a moment when they are least prepared, I suddenly cast a sleep spell, then 
another, then another, as fast as I can.  When I run out of sleep spells, I'll use "magic missile" on 
anyone still standing.  Hopefully Okrun will grab his weapon and use it.  Likban too.  Clethara 
should have an opportunity to get off a "sleep" or two herself once they are distracted. 

 
DM:  OK, one near to where you were standing looks down and sees something. He appears to 
be following your footsteps.  He follows them, and assuming you move to avoid him, he keeps 
following.  He also calls a few people over and then begin ringing you in. You can cast your 
sleeps, but you only have about 8 targets. 
 
Thumper:  When I see that he (and / or others) are heading for where I am, I cast the sleeps.  I 
don't give them time to "ring" me.  If I run out of targets, I will take the ring off, put it on, and try 
to move quietly out of the way until more come into view.  Hopefully my comrades will react 
too. 
 
DM: then cast your sleeps. 
 
Thumper: You didn't say how many dice to cast.  I'll do it this way: 4d4 each, and you take as 
many as you need to. 
Sleep#1 (I should have "surprise" for this): 2,2,2,4 
Sleep#2  (They'll have to react pretty quick, or I'll have surprise for this too): 1,4,4,2 
Sleep#3   3,4,3,4 
Magic missile #1: 2d4=8 so that's 10hp 
Magic missile #2: 2d4=5 so that's 7hp 

Assuming Clethara casts sleeps too (I think she has two?): 
C Sleep#1: 3,2,2,1  (she may have some surprise for this due to distraction) 
C Sleep #2: 1,2,2,1 



Assuming I'm still standing at the end of all this, I slip my ring off and on again, move 
aside quietly so I'm not where someone would expect to find me, and figure out what's going on. 

Hopefully Okrun and Likban know what to do, and at the very least we may come to an 
"agreement" not to fight with these people.  There should, at the very least, be a lot of sleepers 
that could die if we were to remain hostile.  But, I'm not about to drop weapons and remain 
visible.  If I can, I'm trying to position myself toward the end back toward town so I have a view 
of all the hostiles in front of me.  I won't speak, since now it seems that the very act of speaking 
dispels the invisibility effect of the ring. 
 
DM:  All the men collapse, and fall asleep.  The magic missiles are ineffective unless you are 
aiming at sleepers.  Okran and Likban grab their weapons.  Clethera will begin tying up sleepers. 
However just as you begin to slip on your ring again, another voice cries out, "Looks like you 
used up your sleeps.  Now, I still suggest that you drop your weapons." 
 
We Try to Escape: 
 
Thumper:  After the sleepers go down and there are no targets for magic missiles, I say, "Now 
run for it!" Before doing the ring trick, and taking off myself.  So, I still have my magic missiles 
left.  Clethara might still have a sleep, too.  Hopefully Okrun is fast.  I know Likban is.  Clethara 
and I are not carrying any armor, so we should be pretty fast too. 

How would this guy know how many "sleep" spells we have?  Does he have ESP or 
something?  I think hard "I'm not surrendering, nohow, and I have something left, if I have to use 
it." 

I would add, to Clethara, "No time for that (tying up sleepers), Run!" 
 

DM: As you, run, at least 20 arrows lance out of the woods in your general direction. 
5 arrows hit:  Okran-5, -3, -3;  Clethera-4 (at 3rd level her new total is 16hp);  Likban-3 

You hear a bird whistle from behind you, and an answering one from up ahead. As you 
run, 6 more get off shots.  Clethera -2, -4;  Likban -7 
Totals:  Clethera -10; Okran – 11; Likban -10 (Likban goes down). 
 
Thumper:   And these guys remain totally invisible!?!  Not much to do.  I'm looking for targets 
ahead.  We should have left behind those behind us.  They can't run and shoot both.  If Clethara 
made third level, she should have some more spells!  If I see a couple of them in the way, I'm 
going to get relatively close and let them have it (magic missiles), especially if I see one aiming 
at Clethara.  She should have some sleeps left.  Assuming these guys are not totally invisible, and 
I can cast the magic missiles (at bandits ahead) I do so then yell for her to use her sleep on them, 
and let's keep running!  Then do the ring trick and keep going.  Otherwise, we're all going to be 
dead. 
 
DM:  A call comes from in front of you "Stop, you are surrounded, again! Lower your weapons, 
and you will not be harmed." 

No one mentioned anything about helping Likban, so when he stumbled and fell, I 
assume no one stopped to pick him up.  You see a few vague shapes flit in and out from behind 
trees, but you can’t seem see them long enough for you to cast the spell. 
 



Thumper:  If they are in the trees, they are not ahead.  I (and hopefully the others) keep running.  
Those guys back in the brush can’t run through woods as fast as we can run on the road.  Unless 
they are angels or devils or something, and I have to assume they are not. 
 I’m not casting unless I see targets I can cast at, of course.  Clethara probably just runs, 
also, unless she sees an area where they are and gets off a sleep.  The voice ahead is the same 
one that was originally ahead of us when we were going the other way?  And he’s still invisible, 
and can teleport?  If so, we have a hostile mage to worry about.  I’m going to keep running.  
There should be plenty of noise, so that where I am isn’t obvious.  If he casts a fireball or 
lightning bolt or something, hopefully he becomes visible, and I can hit him with magic missiles.  
If he can not only threaten but cast spells staying invisible…  Can’t stop to worry about that now. 
 Clethara is intelligent.  Hopefully she’s running low (and she’s small). 
 As for Lickban, no, when you are running pell-mell, you can’t stop and carry bodies.  Our 
only hope is to outrun these guys.  They are in leather armor and carrying bulky bows. Carrying 
a big bow through the brush will slow them down.  Clethara and I are not armored and not trying 
to carry anything bulky.  Maybe Okran will stop and help Likban, and in doing so attract enough 
attention from the archers that we get away.  Or maybe he keeps going.  Don’t know, since he’s 
behind us and we are focused ahead.  Hopefully Okran is still back there running too. 
 
DM:  The voice ahead is different. It's lower. You leave Likban behind and keep running.  Okran 
is in banded armor, so you are outrunning him.  No more arrows come out.  The brief glimpses 
you are getting are from ahead, on either side of the "path." 

You are just up to where you can see the brief glimpses, when someone steps out from 
behind a tree, unarmed, and says, "Halt! I am Harlet, Former Lord of Lunpal, and Lord of the 
Forest.  My men will no longer fire at you, but we cannot permit you to leave this forest until we 
find out who you are.” 

Clethera slows down, and so does Okran. 
 

Thumper: I will slow down enough so that I won't be heard, but I make a point of getting past 
this "Lord of the Forest."  Clethara and Okran can make their own decisions.  Clethara should 
still have some stuff left.  She should also be highly motivated not to surrender.  And, she should 
know that this guy needs magic missiles, not "sleep."  Okran should be around somewhere too.  
After I get past this Harlet guy, I'm moving slow and quiet.  Assuming the others stop.  If 
Clethara keeps going, I'm ready to act to help her get through.  Just how many hundreds of 
fighters does this guy have?  Is there another company behind him?  If so, I will try to sneak 
through while everybody is distracted by his conversation with the others.  If not, I will linger 
within range to hear (unless people mumble or whisper) but ready to run.  If I see any hint of 
pursuit, I'm gone. 
 
DM: Clethera and Okran stop.  Harlet asks, "Where is your rabbit eared friend?" 

They make no answer, and he addresses the area at large "Sir Rabbit Ears, I am Harlet, 
Former Lord of Lunpal, and Lord of this Forest.  I did not mean for my men to attack you. 
Please, appear, and you will not be harmed.  I just wish to speak with you." 

 
Thumper:  I'm continuing to try to be very, very quiet.  I'm looking left, right, and behind me to 
see if there is any movement towards my path of retreat.  Any "unusual" bird calls in that 
direction?  I'm trying to edge away to the point where a bow shot would be difficult.  I figure my 



"shield" spell is about to expire, or already has.  And, I can't cast another without breaking 
invisibility.  Indeed, apparently even speaking breaks invisibility.  So, I have to be especially 
careful and ready to run.  Rabbits are good at running.  And I don't dare speak.  I'm ready to run, 
but I'll be back if he doesn't release his captives.  So, I'm waiting, and edging farther away. 

 
DM: No one seems to be noticing you. 

Clethera and Okran aren’t doing anything.  They are looking around for you, but aren’t 
being restrained, or anything.  They even seem to be talking to Harlet. 
 Finally, Harlet calls, "Fine, then, Sir Rabbit, I wish that you will become visible.  I was 
going to invite you, and your friends here, to my camp, where your small friend here could be 
healed.  However, if you wish to leave, then you may go.  My offer still stands for your friends.” 
 Clethera seems to pick up Likban, and agree to go with Harlet.  Okran apparently decides 
not to go, and walks off with three more men down the path towards town. 
 Before leaving, Harlet calls to you, "I'm leaving a man here, Ondain.  He is a close friend 
of mine.  If you wish to come join us at our camp, just follow him." 
 Just before they disappear, Clethera shouts to you, "I trust this man Harlet." 
 
Thumper: I'm not going to take the bait.  I have a plan to make it worthwhile to free those 
people.  After things quiet down, I will move slowly, and as carefully as possible, back towards 
town.  As much as possible, I stay hidden.  If I can, without taking chances, I'll go all the way to 
my room invisibly.  If I can't, I'll take the ring off while I'm someplace where I'm hidden, and 
return to the inn.  I'll set about regaining my spells as fast as possible, but this time 1 shield, 2 
sleeps, and 4mm.  I will also write a note. 
 
DM:  As you are heading back to town, you spot Okran going along the road.  I assume you say 
nothing to him? 
 
Thumper:  Right.  He's got 3 hoods following him, or watching.  And, if I say anything, that'll 
break my invisibility, and I can't take a chance on that. 
 
DM:  Actually, he's alone. 
 
Thumper:  Yes, I know, it may look like he's alone.  But these guys have some sort of 
"invisibility" too, and are surely watching him.  They may even be reading his mind.  I'll keep 
him in view as I make my own way back, but I'll wait and talk to him later, if I get the chance. 
 
DM:  You're on the road, and there's no sign of anyone following him. You've left the forest 
behind. 
 
Thumper:  So, do we both get back to town? 
 
DM:  He's heading back to town, and you follow, invisible?  Yes, you make it back with no 
problem. 

 
Plotting to Spring my Friends: 



Thumper:  I will sneak in to talk to Okran when I can do so, discretely.  I will say, “Okrun, 
greetings.  Sorry to have seemingly left you all to be captured, but it would not have helped for 
me to be captured too.  I have a plan to make it worthwhile for that Lord Harlet to free Clethara 
and Likban.  If you want to help, fine.  If not, you can have Newmoon in order to make a quick 
get-away, and I wouldn’t blame you.  Should be enough time to get to Madra before dark.  But, 
I’ve got to stay here and work at getting Clethara and Likban freed. 
 
DM:  "Oh, hey Thumper.  They aren’t captured.  If they were captured, then I would be captive 
with them.  Apparently, he's the legal lord of Lunpal, and he, now overthrown, has had to retreat 
to the woods.  He offered us a choice either we could go with his and his men to their camp, or 
we could go back to town.  Three of his men escorted me to the edge of the woods, and then they 
turned around and left.  If you need help to “rescue” Clethera and Likban, then I'll help, but there 
won’t be much need for rescuing.” 
 
Thumper:  "Well, Okran, there's a very simple way to tell if they are captives or not.  If they are 
captives, they will stay in the woods.  If they are free to go, they will come back here.  Clethara 
will, anyway.  They probably freed you to make it seem like everything is OK.  But it's fishy.  
That was a powerful party we ran into.  You saw all the rangers.  Apparently, they even have a 
wizard that can read minds.  They'd have no problem recapturing this place if they wanted to.  
And, they aren't going to be having any trouble with hobgoblins, either.  Now, the first thing I've 
got to do is relearn my spells.  Sleeps are not enough for powerful fighters like those, apparently.  
Then, we'll see.  It may be tomorrow we'll be going to start the first step of a ‘rescue’ plan.” 
 Thumper will make a point of going in and paying the tavern-keeper for a stay of 5 days.  
“I’ll be in and out.  Just keep my room closed, and my horse available.  Thanks.” 
 I write my note: 
 

Dear Lord of the Forest, 
       I ask that you free your captives.  If they continue to remain in your custody, I must 
assume you mean ill toward them, and toward me.  I do not wish for us to be at war.  It is 
your choice.  I am not very powerful, but I can make trouble.  And, I will endeavor to do 
so with energy if necessary.  I will not surrender, nor will I negotiate, while you retain 
captives of my party. 

Mr. Rabbit Ears. 
 

I then leave, approach the forest, and attempt to “sleep” a ranger.  I approach invisibly, 
quietly, and taking many precautions, and being patient.  I figure they are on the watch, and I 
should be able to catch one or a couple alone.  When I succeed, I leave this note, and return to 
town.  This takes place mid to late afternoon.  If I never find a target, I leave the note in the 
middle of the road, then leave. 
 
DM:  Okran was planning on staying in Lunpal.  He'll tell you that he's going back out to the 
woods to see if Likban was in good enough shape to travel.  He won’t need Newmoon anymore, 
because he can carry Likban. 

You manage to sneak into the woods, and the ranger hears you and give a whistle. You 
sleep him halfway through the call, but hear a reply. You quickly deliver the note unto his 
sleeping form, and get out of there. 



DM:  You return to town, and that evening, just after dinner, Clethera shows up. 
“You should have come.  It was really interesting.  Harlet and his men are the survivors 

of the Town Guard that was driven out of Lunpal when Otho took over.  Now, they fight on, but 
have become rangers, and make these bandits who run Lunpal fear the woods.  Actually, Harlet’s 
men are ‘the Hobgoblins.’ The bandit lord, Otho, began that rumor, to make people want to go 
and kill what was in the woods, and not help them.  His group actually seems bigger than it is. 
His men are excellent woodsmen and archers.  They are nearly invisible when surrounded by 
trees, that's why we couldn’t see them.  As far as I can tell, there are only about 40-50 men.  
Likban's still there.  He wasn’t in any shape to travel, so he’s there under the care of one of 
Harlet's men.” 
 
Thumper:  “Clethara, this whole thing is very fishy.  A powerful lord like him, with an army, is 
going to have no problem taking this lousy place.  Why, it's defended by nothing more than a 
palisade!  Yeah, I should have known Okran had it wrong about hobgoblins.  I don't think either 
side can be trusted.  If he's benevolent, he will free Likban when he's healthy enough.  If he's 
malign, and he could be, he's way to powerful for us to do anything about.  The best thing we can 
do is get away from here.  Tonight.”  We ride hard for Madra.  [On horses Antares and 
Newmoon] 
 
Safely Back in Madra, Reflections: 
 
Thumper (later):  Wow, that was a hairy one.  I thought we were gonners.  A close escape, at the 
least.  No telling what they might have done if they captured all of us, and it sure looked like 
that.  That was much too powerful a party for us to deal with, and sometimes all you can do is 
run.  Thumper still has the shakes. 

Thumper's plan might have worked.  The “invisibility” ring doesn't give him ranger 
abilities, so he'd have had to be very careful not to get into too much trouble.  If Lord Harlet had 
threatened to kill Clethara and the others, there really wouldn't be much Thumper could do about 
it except extract revenge, and Thumper really didn't want to have to go down that road. 

Thumper confesses to Clethara, “I was very, very afraid I had lost you.  I was ready to do 
whatever was necessary to force him to release you.”  I will tell her my plan, and say I'm ever so 
thankful to be safely away from Lumpal. 
 
DM:  You didn’t see Okran at the inn before you left.  You make it to Madra without an incident, 
and make it there by morning.  Clethera doesn’t seem hurt or anything, they even bandaged her 
wounds before she left the woods.  When you arrive in town, you are extremely tired. 

The inn is rather empty, as is the harbor. No one you recognize is there.  So, you spend 
the day catching up on rest.  When you come down later, the tavern is full of excitement. 
Apparently, word has just arrived on a ship: Lumeria has captured Alhafra.  Everyone gets one 
free drink of their choice in celebration. 
 
Thumper: I was going to see about getting some Physician's Care for Clethara to help her recover 
from the wounds suffered from the bandits.  We were so late arriving, that probably waited for 
morning.  I would see about that right away in the morning (before "catching up on rest"). 

Later, I'm happy to help celebrate.  Hopefully, Clethara is feeling better and recovering, 
and can celebrate too.  I will ask for information, details about what happened.  Any mention of 



Vigilance?  The Earl lead the heroic troops?  Or that Lord Otho of Lunpal, was he and his men 
there?  Have they sued for peace yet? 

I expect we will stay at least another several days, until Clethara is healed.  Meanwhile, 
I've got some shopping and some other activities to do.  Clethara probably does too.  More about 
that later. 
 
Thumper: “Clethara, I owe you an apology for not having thought out that last adventure a bit 
better before we got overcommitted.  I asked Okran about the hobgoblins, and he never gave any 
answers.  I should have thought to ask about them in town.  There were plenty of guards; they 
might have known something that would have been helpful.  When Okran led us down that path 
and we started hearing those suspicious bird whistles, we should have stopped and backed out 
right then.  We walked dumbly right into that ambush!  The biggest problem, though, was not 
finding out everything we could before going in.” 
      “Thinking about that Lord of the Forest, Harlet:  I recall one of my ‘etiquette’ lessons from 
back in school.  Not that I ever mastered the stuff; didn’t grade well in that class since I just 
wasn’t interested.  But, the teacher said something about a good host putting guests at ease.  
Demanding your guests to disarm while you hold weapons on them isn’t exactly polite.  And, 
from someplace else, there was a saying, ‘Anyone who is only willing to negotiate when he has 
you helpless is a tyrant, evil, or both.’  I think that was History of Magic.  Never did too well in 
that one either.  Well, seems to me this Lord Harlet fails the test on both counts.” 
      “And, then, why didn’t his clerics do any healing on you, or at least for Likban?  If he was 
good or benevolent, that is?  It’s not like his troops suffered any in the battle.  All we did was put 
them to sleep.  As I see it, he either has no clerics, or he wasn’t willing for them to do a few cure 
spells on people who obviously needed it, when his people obviously didn’t need it.  Or, he has 
no clerics, good ones anyway, because they won’t cooperate with him.  So, the evidence is he 
doesn’t have any good clerics, and in an organization as big as his, not to have a Chaplain at 
least, is a sign of the Church’s disfavor.” 
      “One of the things that worried me the most was that he seems to have employed a mage who 
had an ‘ESP’ spell.  Remember hearing about them?  Allows reading someone’s mind.  That first 
voice demanding we surrender: he knew an awful lot about me that nobody should have known.  
Like he was reading my mind.  About using all my sleep spells, something I don’t normally do, 
but the situation was desperate.  I think he also must have an ability to cast an ‘Invisibility’ spell.  
Maybe even one that allows them to speak and shoot without revealing themselves.  That’s all 
powerful stuff.  No telling what else that mage may have been able to do.  With all those highly 
trained men, a powerful mage, that Lord Harlet should be able to take back Lumpal any time he 
wants, especially if Otho is away.” 
      “I know that he did go out of his way to seem benevolent, even enough that you said you 
trusted him.  But, that was after failing to nab all of us.  With me still loose, he couldn’t just kill 
us all and expect nothing to happen; I’d escaped and might cause problems.  Or, even if he’s not 
that bad, he’d at least rob us all.  I’m sure he’d figure he has better uses for this invisibility ring 
than any use I might make of it.  That’s how Lords think.  With me still loose, he had to seem 
nice.  And, maybe he could be nice as long as there wasn’t something important enough to take.  
But, if he had me in his power, knowing about the ring, I’m sure he would have at least stolen 
that.  I’m sure he’d find a use for the money you are carrying too, and the Bag.” 
      “I’m a bit puzzled about this Lord Otho, though.  He should be off with the King at war.  
That’s what Lords are supposed to do.  When there’s a war, they and their soldiers report to the 



King, and make up most of the Army.  I wonder if we couldn’t see Otho because he was off at 
the battle, maybe even in the Battle of Alhafra.  If that’s the case, he’s the one who supported the 
king, while this Lord Harlet and his very capable company was just running around in the forest, 
not helping the war effort at all.  If so, Otho probably is more deserving of being the Lord 
anyway.  If Otho didn’t support the King, now that the war is (hopefully) over, the King 
probably has an account to settle with him, for not doing his duty as a Lord.  And, the Lords who 
did support the King will support the King when it comes to this Otho, too.” 
 
DM: (Clethara) “It's OK Thumper. I didn’t do any more to figure out where we were going than 
you did.  We probably should have turned back at the first bird whistle, but I think even then we 
were too late. When Harlet took us back to his camp, they took Likban to a tent where their 
"healer," a ranger with some skill in medicine, looked both of us and patched us up.  After that, 
Likban was back up, but still pretty out of it.  So, while he was resting, Harlet brought me over to 
where the rest of the men were eating.  They brought me some food, mostly vegetables and meat, 
and we talked.  Harlet told me that these men are the remainder of the Town Guard of Lunpal, 
before they were over-run.  Apparently, Harlet's father, Hamlet, was that Lord of Lunpal, until 
Otho, bandit bord, bribed a good bit of the guard into turning on the town.  With them and his 
men, they took over Lunpal and killed Hamlet.  Harlet then ran into the woods with all the loyal 
survivors.  That was eight years ago, and back then he had about 200 men.  Now he's down to 
about 50.  Otho still commands a vast number of bandits and such, and constantly raids the 
forest.  About an hour after I got to Harlet's camp, another group of rangers arrived.  Apparently 
this was the group that shot at us.  Harlet was mad.  He dressed down their leader, a man named 
Eorlan, in front of the entire company.” 

“As for healing, they don’t have any clerics.  The church in Lunpal was destroyed, and 
none of the clerics survived when Otho took over.  A few of his men know about herbs, and 
that’s how they’ve survived this long.  But they have no magical means of healing.  Also, they 
have no magic users of any kind.  It’s just Harlet and his group of about 50 Rangers.” 

“Otho isn’t a true lord appointed by the king.  However, the King hasn’t done anything 
about his reign over Lunpal.  Apparently Otho pays a good bit of gold, and the King, or his 
subordinates, do nothing to him.  No, Otho wasn’t at war, he was probably up in his fortress 
rolling in gold he's extorted from the peasantry.  That's why guards were everywhere and most of 
the stores were closed.” 

 
Thumper: (to Clethara) “So, I hope you are not mad at me.  Even if you are, I'm delighted we are 
safe and back together." 

“Down to 50 men, huh.  That's a whole lot more than our four.  Logan might have 
helped!  If those 50 very good rangers are not enough to retake Lunpal, that must be a mighty big 
army there, and they must have been badly missed in the war.  Ultimately, it's the King's 
business.  If he'd rather have the money, then he keeps Otho.  If he's upset at missing the men 
from the army, he should restore Harlet.  But if he just won the war, he'll probably leave things 
as they are.  Harlet ought to get busy and recruit some clerics, if he's going to contest this.  If the 
Church is against him too, he doesn't have much of a chance.  He also could have more than he 
said he did.  And, I still think he's got a mage.  Maybe a mage-ranger.” 

 
DM: (Clethara)  “No Thumper, I’m not mad at you, though I wish you had come.” 



“Something else Harlet mentioned, was that he needed help with something, and a magic-
user would be very helpful. Yeah, this adventure was poorly planned, but that was the fault of all 
of us.” 
 
From Madra to Daila: 
 
DM:  Brother Hesia is in town, and he'll be happy to take care of Clethera’s wounds at night for 
nothing. 
 
Thumper: I'm delighted to see Brother Hesia.  I ask him if he heard about Vigilance.  Thanks for 
helping Clethara.  I'll tell him about going to Lunpul, and caution him to stay away from the 
place. 

 
DM:  Hesia is sorry to hear about the Vigilance, and has gotten the money from his share from 
the church.  He knows about the Lunpal situation, but he doesn’t have time to stick around for 
more than two days.  He’s on a mission from the Church. Apparently, there's a circus nearby to 
Dale.  It's a Skeleton Circus.  Some High Cleric has animated these skeletons and has formed 
them into a circus.  Well, the problem is that everywhere the circus goes, more skeletons show 
up in the circus, and people are reported missing.  People who went to the circus.  So, the Church 
has sent him to investigate. 
 
Thumper:  That really is a bad problem, what with the skeletons.  I'd think the Church would be 
strictly opposed to this sort of thing on general principles.  What kind of high level cleric might 
do such a thing!  Appalling.  I'll tell him about the situation in Lunpal, in rather sketchy terms, 
and see if he has anything to say about it.  I'll also ask if there is any news from Daila. 
 Unless some good reason not to pops up, and assuming she agrees, Clethara and I plan to 
travel to Daila.  We'd prefer to do so in company with a caravan, just in case of trouble. 

 
DM:  Ok, so you head for Daila.  There is a convoy that is heading for Kalay.  It is two wagons 
long, and led by Jeod.  He is very glad to see "Master Rabbit Ears". He comments on the "Plain 
of Dead Kobolds," which hasn’t really degraded any, but is full of birds picking at bodies.  Jeod 
wants to push it, and after a day, you arrive in Kalay.  That night, its 2gp for a private room, and 
10sp per horse.  Filin has left, and no one else you recognize is there.  Nothing happens that 
night.  After riding all day, you arrive in Daila. 
 The town is rather quiet, besides the victory celebration. Apparently, when the Navy 
commandeered the cargo ships, they conscripted all the sailors in town who were on leave for the 
winter.  So, there aren’t many people from the docks.  There is a letter in your cottage from the 
Navy.  It says that all of the stuff from the Vigilance was taken off and is stored there for you to 
pick up.  No word on the Vigilance.  Your Cabin boy has kept your cottage clean, and Deefour is 
very happy to see you.  The shipyard is empty, even of small rowboats.  Apparently, they were 
taken by the Navy and loaded onto the cargo ships. There isn’t much going on, as most of the 
town’s population is off to war. 
 
Thumper:  I will check up on the "stuff taken from Vigilance" but will not take it.  Ah, sounds 
like things are quiet, just waiting for the men and ships to return, and waiting for news of, 
hopefully, peace. 



This seems like a good time to relax a bit, spend some quality time with Clethara, and 
study those old logs from Vigilance and Flame together, looking for interesting tidbits and clues.  
I'll give the cabin boy a 1gp tip for being so good in taking care of things.  I'll give Defour some 
extra affection, and, well, be content to take things quietly for a bit.  I'll certainly go daily into 
town, check the shops, and so forth.  Maybe see what kind of price I can get for Newmoon.  I 
don't seem to really need two horses now, unless Clethara wants to start working on a riding 
proficiency.  Maybe there's a good quality smaller horse she'd like.  Does Clethara have anything 
she particularly wants to do? 

I will look into the possible project of going overland with a wagon to bring back that 
ballista from Flame.  I'd need a couple of fighters, at the least, to make up a party.  Does it seem 
to me, from what I saw, that this is at all practical?  If not, I'll wait until the ships and boats get 
back, then maybe try again from Kalayport. 
 
DM: Everything from the cabins, including Logan's mattresses, were taken off.  Your charts 
were taken off, and anything that you did not specifically take off, was pretty much taken. 

The charts from the Flame show that the ship has basically been all over during it's last 
year. It's been to every port in Lumeria, and even a few trips to Alhafra, but it seems to be based 
out of a point somewhere north of Kibombo. It seems that it made at least 7 stops there during 
the year. 

Clethera is enjoying the time off.  She wants to keep Newmoon, so that she can ride into 
town occasionally.  You spend the next few days, or weeks, and news keeps coming in. It’s a few 
days late, due to the trip from Madra to Daila.  Apparently, Ocienia tried to recapture Alhafra, 
but failed. 

A list of ships that survived that assault on Madra comes within a few days. Apparently, 
the Vigilance was part of the first wave of ships to drop their troops.  She got rammed by a 
Galley.  They managed to get the flooding under control, but not before two ballista shots hit, 
striking the hull and masts. It was dragged out by another ship.  She, along with about 9 other 
damaged ships are being decommissioned, and returned to their owners. The Navy will pay a 
small compensation to their owners, and not being repaired by the Navy. 
 
Thumper:  From the stuff that we collected, I'm interested particularly in places I don't know 
about, or mysterious islands found, or any charted or remarked reefs, and so on.  I really want to 
know what's outside the bounds I now have as "The Map of Lumeria."  Similarly, the Flame's log 
and charts may have interesting information, and charts showing other lands, at least even 
Oceana.  I'll glean all I can from the information about this apparent port North of Kibombo.  I 
never saw anything when sailing past Northwest Cape?  Hmm.  That needs some exploration.  
Deep in nomad country; best explored by sea, I figure.  A project for Spring. 

Concerning Vigilance, I'm happy to hear she survived.  Will she be returned to Daila?  Or 
do I need to travel to Madra?  Sounds like extensive repair work is going to be needed.  The 
rigging especially must have taken a lot of damage, and no doubt some of the hull planking 
needs repair.  The damage could not have been but so bad, since she remained afloat.  We'll see.  
Just have to wait, I guess. 

Clethara can have Newmoon.  Good horse.  "Happy Birthday, sweetie!"  (Is Clethara 
going to work on "Riding"?) 

OK, for now I sit tight, enjoy life, and wait on the news, or prospects of a manageable 
adventure. 



	


